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Social Media-Savvy
Applicants Are
Getting the Job

Inquire
to Hire
Inside

Letter From the Editor
Dear readers (or in this case, prospective bosses),

My name is Natalie
Harms, and I am a journalist
seeking employment at your
prestigious publication.
I can imagine you receive
many letters of interest in
employment from recent
graduates, and I can picture
the drudgery. I bet you’re
sick of the “Dear sir or madam” and “To whom it may
concern” letters followed by
the eight-page resumes listCreators
ing jobs dating way back to
D e si gn /C op y
high school life guards. I’d
Natalie Harms like to take the opportunity
to apologize to you on behalf
Photo
of all of us bright-eyed and
Jenna Frenzel
bushy-tailed applicants. I
want to be different than

them. I want to stand out. I
want to make it to the top of
your list--even if it’s for creativity alone. Although I do
hope you enjoy everything
else I have to offer.
Inside you’ll find a
chronology of why I am
different. You’ll see my resume--condensed, I promise--and work samples.
All this fun information is
packed into a nifty little
magazine I created, because
that is what I want to do. I
want to write, edit, design,
live and breathe magazines.
That’s the end goal. And I’d
love it if you will guide me
on my journey.
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Education
The University

of

Houston

Print Journalism, B.A.
Fall 2010 - Spring 2014

At UH, I completed my degree in journalism with a minor in Spanish. I was in the
Honors College and had a full scholarship
from the Terry Foundation. Within that
student organization, Terry Scholars at UH,
I held three different officer positions, the
last being president. I lived on campus three
years and was involved in campus activities,
including working for the campus paper, The
Daily Cougar, in editor positions.

S t . A gne s A ca de my
Fall 2006 - Spring 2010

In high school I was in numerous student groups. I
participated in band, theater, basketball, volleyball,
a few clubs, National Honors Society and the student
newspaper, The Columns. I graduated Cum Laude.

Skills
AP Sty le
Google programs
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator

Microsoft Powerpoint
Adobe InDesign
Microsoft Excel
Social Media

Wordpress
Networking
Microsoft Word
Conversational Spanish

Work Experience
T he D a ily C ouga r

January 2013 - May 2014

In the spring 2013 semester, I was selected as news editor for the campus
paper. In May of the same year, I was promoted to managing editor. The
positions are stipend and funded through UH’s student fees. For more on my
experience with the paper, go to page 4.

Quillian Summer Camp

Pappas Restaurants

Summers 2009-2011

March 2010 - January 2013

For three years during the summer I
was a camp counselor, two years I was
head counselor. I worked with children of
all ages, but mainly the 6-8 year olds.

I worked as a hostess and server
at two different restaurants under
the same management: Pappas
Grill Steakhouse and Pappadeaux.
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The Daily Cougar
the rest of the staff. I worked to get the
paper’s budget approved and helped
to set a precedent for the next year’s
publication, which would transition to
be a weekly print product with more
emphasis on the web.
I chose to write a lot in both of my
editor positions. As a senior I adopted
the Academic Affairs beat and covered
an important reorganization of the
Provost’s Office. I also created a weekly
news series called “Ahead of Higher Ed”
that covered news trends in higher education and localized the issues to UH.
As an editor for a publication, I
learned how to lead a section and a
newspaper. I learned how to work with
people and learn from others. I also
practiced and honed my design and
layout skills.

For the spring semester of 2013, I
joined The Daily Cougar editorial board
as news editor. The stipend position required a constant dedication to covering
news on campus by finding and assigning stories, designing the first three
pages of each paper, editing and putting
headlines on stories, hiring and training
writers and planning a news budget for
each four-issue publication week.
After a successful semester, I applied
to be the managing editor. In May I was
promoted to the position and spent the
summer, fall and spring semesters of
my senior year second in command of
the paper.
As managing editor, I closed the paper
three nights a week and managed the
paper’s comic section. I served as a
supervisor to the section editors and
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Texas Monthly
material and what you cover.
More so than any of my other internships and experiences, I learned
the magazine industry in this program: from my duties and from the
staff at TM.

During the summer of 2013, I
was accepted to the Texas Monthly
internship program. I worked with
the digital team on the magazine’s
website and social media with some
crossover to the editorial side, working with some of the writers and
pitching story ideas.
After the internship, I continued to work on an online article I
originally pitched in the monthly
meetings the editors had after
finishing the most recent issue. I
continued to develop the story after
I left Austin while in my fall semester of school.
Never having worked on the
digital side of a print publication, I learned how that side of
the industry works. You have to
re-purpose these stories that the
magazine features each month for
web and there’s a specific tactic in
doing this with social media.
I also learned the culture of Texas
Monthly. The readerships of magazines effects how you present your

Social media post
writing was one of my
biggest tasks. I’d read
the soon-to-be-published magazine--cover to cover--and then
drafted tweets about
the pieces. Then, after
the magazine hit the
stands, the tweets
would be staggered to promote the stories on
the website and in the magazine.
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I worked on the website’s encyclopedia-style aggregation page. The page,
called Texanica, takes Texas topics
and links all the stories the magazine
has ever published about the topic. I’d
write the general entry referencing the
old TM articles.
My biggest project at Texas Monthly was writing a web
feature about online public school
for students in Texas. I shadowed
multiple students, interviewed educators and researched the history
of the controversial topic.
After months of remote individual work and work with my editors, the 1,300-word final project
made all my hard work worth it.
Aside from the satisfaction of
shedding light on an important
issue, getting a story published online for TM is a huge accomplishment in my career and a dream
come true.

One of my web
duties included converting
old aggregated
features into this
new format called
lists. Rather than
one long piece, the
feature was broken up into a slide
show-like piece. I
worked on several
of these over the
internship.

texasmonthly.com/story/tweens-classroom-her-computer
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H o u s t o n C h r o n i cl e
The University of Houston has an
excellent relationship with the Houston
Chronicle, and a few of my adjunct professors are Chron editors and writers.
Every semester the paper employs several interns and in fall 2012, I took one
of those privileged seats as an intern in
the Neighborhoods department.
This department pushed me out into
the city and its surrounding areas. I got
to write about everything, from bonds
passing and budget cuts to nonprofit
organizations and memorial parks.

The writing-based internship taught
me a lot, but mainly how to find the story and the angle myself and crank out a
good story in a limited time.
At the end of the internship, I was
asked to return but in a different
department. Having just accepted the
position as news editor for The Daily
Cougar, I declined the offer but accepted their secondary offer for a freelance
writing position in the same department. I signed the contract in December
of 2012.
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Ben Amos never
thought he would have
to live without reading
a menu or perusing a
newspaper. That is until
he found himself without
this seemingly basic
skill.
“I had a stroke a little
over a year ago and some
of the brain damage
that occurred is that I
cannot read,” Amos, 58,
said. “I can write and
spell as well as I could
before and then not be
able to read it back even
to myself a few minutes
later.”
After recovering
physically, he sought
out a place that would
heal him mentally. He
came across the Literacy Council of Fort
Bend County that offers
several adult programs
such as GED tests, U.S.
citizen tests and college
preparation, English-asa-second-language classes and basic computer
skills classes.
However, there were
no classes for relearning
how to read, but that
didn’t prevent the Literacy Council from helping
Amos in his recovery.
“I feel very privileged,”
said Amos, a self-employed business owner;
“they created a program
for me.”
The team at the Litera-

cy Council asked Wayne
Fluke, a longtime tutor
and volunteer teacher,
to help.
Amos’ brain damage,
which is classified as
alexia or acquired dyslexia, made Fluke, who’s
never worked with a
student of this diagnosis,
apprehensive at first.
But over the months,
the two developed a close
relationship, spurred by
Fluke’s dedication and
persistence.
“(Wayne) has added
such a personal touch to
his sessions with Ben,”
said program director,
Amelia Perez. “He has
definitely done that.”
This class customization isn’t surprising
given the 25 years of
nonprofit work done by
the LCFBC.
Throughout the 2½
decades, the LCFBC has
had about 2,900 volunteers and will educate its
25,000th adult this year,
said Executive Director

Brenda Bowman.
Beginning around the
founder’s kitchen table
in 1987, the organization
first offered classes in a
room at Wharton County
Junior College, said former Executive Director
Lucia Street.
“But we needed to
tutor,” Street said. “We
snuck a tutoring (session) in now and then
but we needed more
space to tutor.”
LCFBC then rented the
Brooks Street location of
the Sugar Land Police
Department, expanding its facilities to offer
tutoring and a small
computer lab. The organization now is housed
at a 6,000-square-foot
building in Sugar Land
at 12530 Emily Court.
With the larger facility,
the Literacy Council was
able to help more people.
Street remembers the
joy of one student in
particular.

Story continues...

chron.com/default/article/Literacy-Council-has-been-helping-Fort-Bend-4033502.php
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HOUSTON M a g a z i n e
At my first internship, I found my love for magazine journalism. The lifestyle magazine’s parent company is Modern Luxury and has issues across the United States. At
HOUSTON, I fact checked stories, line edited,
wrote for the calendar, “Scene” section and
dining guide, and worked on special projects.
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References
E v a n W e tmor e

Internship supervisor, associate editor
HOUSTON Modern Luxury Magazine
Office: 713-353-5309
ewetmore@modernluxury.com

M a tt D u li n
Adviser, director of the
Center for Student Media
University of Houston
Office: 713-743-4248
mdulin@uh.edu

David McHam
Journalism professor
University of Houston
Office: 713-743-2872
dmcham@uh.edu

F r a nce sca M a r i

Internship supervisor, associate editor
Texas Monthly
Office: 512-320-6900
fmari@texasmonthly.com

Contact me
N a tali e H a r ms
nataliejharms@gmail.com
713-702-4684
@nataliejharms
slideshare.net/natalieharms
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